Doing Agile Right
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THE MOST COMMON QUESTION

How can we build a
business that will thrive in
a world of unpredictable
and accelerating change?

Businesses now operate in an environment of constant crises and “black
swan” events
Regulatory
restrictions

Digital
disruptions

Terrorist
events

Pandemic
diseases

Social
unrest

Executive
indiscretions

Military
conflicts

Changing
societal
norms

Trade wars

Data
breaches

Environmental
crises
Activist
investors

Natural
disasters

To achieve sustainable
success in dynamic
environments,
businesses must
balance two vital
activities

Change the
business
(innovation)

Run the
business
(operations)

Bureaucracies have led
to unbalanced systems
• Hierarchies of command, and
division of labor
–Managers plan, workers
execute
–Managers rigorously supervise
workers’ conformance to plans

• Focus on producing products
vs solving customer needs
• Predictability over
breakthroughs
• People operating as
predictably as machines

Agile
Static

Chaotic

Change the
business
the
(innovation)Change
business
(innovation)

Run the
business
(operations)

70 research projects and hundreds of thousands of agile teams over
25+ years have proven Agile’s ability to improve balance and results
Number of research papers found addressing each question

1

Innovation improves
business results, broadly

2

Agile innovation is even
better than regular innovation

19

19

14

3

Benefits persist when agile
is scaled across many teams

9

4

Agile works beyond IT

5

Agile enterprises can
improve results

% Yes

11

No
Inconclusive
Yes
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2
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91%

74%

63%

93%

89%

Too many companies are doing agile wrong – threatening to relegate agile to the
scrap heap of management manias
 Increasing WIP (Work in Process) and multitasking
 Mistaking faster predict-command-and-control for agile
 Bureaucratic big bang transformations and copycat agile
 Using agile as a euphemism for layoffs

 Destroying business unit accountabilities
 Delegating -- rather than practicing -- agile
 Applying agile where it doesn’t belong

 Falling for the “no planning” myth
 Adhering to large batches and annual cycles
 Failing to integrate development with operations
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What happens when executives grow frustrated with insufficient
innovation output? Easy: Add more innovation projects
L (Length of queue) = A (Arrival and departure rate)
x W (Wait time in the system)

L (Length of queue) = A (Arrival and departure rate)
x W (Wait time in the system)

L/A = W

L/A = W

100/10 = 10 weeks in the system

1,000/10 = 100 weeks in the system

Gallons (projects) in the system = 100

Gallons (projects) in the system = 1,000

Processing rate = 10 gallons (projects) per week
Source: Little’s Law

Flow efficiency is seldom better than 15-20% for most companies. Reducing wait
time has 5X the impact of working harder and faster
Work time
Flow Efficiency =
Work time

Work time
+

Wait time

Wait time

• Wait times include delays caused by operating processes such as strategic planning calendars,
decision approval processes, budgeting and funding cycles, software release schedules, legal or
regulatory constraints, people allocation processes, and dozens of other factors
• Companies often fire operating and support people to pay for agile teams without reinventing
business processes, leaving fewer people to do the same amount of work
• That leads to slower speeds, longer queues, longer waits, and more work in process
• To make matters worse, managers are likely to be desperate for ways to improve utilization and
reduce cost, so they fill the wait time by giving people additional projects
• This leads to multitasking, which increases switching costs, reduces productivity, exacerbates wait
times, and further slows development cycles
• In the end, the speed of innovation can actually decline.
Source: Daniel Vacanti, author of Actionable Agile Metrics for Predictability: An introduction and David J. Anderson, coauthor of Kanban Maturity Model: Evolving Fit-For-Purpose Organizations
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Annual cycles are silly

0.24

0.62

1 year

1.80

84.08

29.48

11.86

164.88

Imagine annual
bonuses on Neptune
SNG
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Bureaucracies try to manage innovation programs just like they would
manage any routine operation: Predict, command and control
Analyze
Problems

Predict specific
requirements
Generate
ideas

Design

Develop

Integrate

Verify
and test

Maintain

Deploy

70-90% of business innovations fail. Of those that succeed,
two-thirds pivot significantly from their original visions
INC 500

V E N T U R E C A P I TA L

Little change

Stuck to plan

Moderate
change

Adapted

Significant
change

66%

Successes

HISTORY

62%
Successes

Plan to adapt
Source: Amar Bhide; Fred Wilson, Union Square Ventures

It is fascinating that only 12% of major change initiatives achieve their ambitions
Hundreds of companies have launched change programs

12%

New Year’s resolutions (only 12% succeed)

…achieved or exceeded
the ambition that was set

68%
…failed to deliver,
producing less than
50% of the expected
results

…settled for
dilution of value
and mediocre
results

20%
SNG
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Ten keys to doing agile right
 Informed commitment to agile mindsets and methods in creating and implementing an agile
business system

 Clear and compelling objectives for agile innovation initiatives
 Metrics for tracking and improving inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and purposes
 Small, customer-focused, multi-disciplinary, dedicated, psychologically safe, collectively intelligent,
autonomous teams
 Prioritized, sequenced, transparent backlogs
 Adaptive roadmaps

 Explicit roles and responsibilities to define, discover, design, develop and deliver agile innovation
initiatives
 Small batches, rapid feedback and frequent wins

 Swift removal of impediments
 An energizing pace
SNG
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The Ambition: Build a business that will thrive in a world of
unpredictable and accelerating change
Turning sporadic innovation into systematic innovation that will
sustain agility as crises wax and wane
Gaining strength and share as changes cull sluggish competitors
from the market

Taking pride in how the business delivers superior results by
adhering to -- and balancing – its purpose in crises
Customers who are grateful that the business solves important
problems for them

Employees who are resilient and inspired to learn, grow, and
achieve the purpose of the business
Shareholders who value enduring success over short-lived
profits
Communities who admire the contributions of the business to
their welfare

Agile enterprises must: 1) run the business reliably and efficiently,
2) change the business to capitalize on unpredictable opportunities, and
3) harmonize the two activities without destroying both elements
• Sustain and scale
proven success models
• Eliminate waste
• Develop stable and
predictable processes
• Minimize the risk of
variation from plans

• Fight stagnation

• Accelerate adaptation
• Limit losses from
ineffective variations

• Grow gains from
successful variations

An agile transition to an agile enterprise achieves bold ambitions
through step-by-step progress
Agile
teams
• Prove the benefits of agile
innovation teams; build
confidence in agile values,
principles, and practices;
identify future opportunities
and potential barriers

Agile at
Scale
• Expand agile teams to many
business units and functions;
increase the scale of agile
initiatives; increase
collaboration between
innovations and operations

Agile
Enterprise
• Balance the business system to run
efficiently and adapt quickly; embed
agile principles and values in every
performance unit; senior executives
operate as an agile team to build
and run an agile system

Most agile teams should be located as close as possible to the
operations that must adopt and scale them
The Agile Leadership Team
CEO

Divisions, Regions, Businesses, Products
Agile teams to drive innovations

Technology

Marketing

Finance

HR

Legal

Innovation Unit
Disruptive
innovations

Resourcing for
cross-functional agile teams

Perpetual agile team

Team of teams unit
collaborating on a mission

Temporary agile team

Allocated support
for agile teams

Operational activities
(employing agile values)

The components of an agile business system
AGILE

BUSINESS SYSTEM

STATIC

CHAOTIC

Inspiring shared ambitions

Purpose and values

Soulless targets

Vague and fickle goals

Adaptive roadmaps

Strategy

Uncoordinated and
undisciplined plans

Detailed plans and
commands

Culture of learning and unleashing

Leadership and culture

Authoritarian Taylorism

Benign neglect

Dynamic feedback loops

Planning, budgeting, reviewing

Haphazard systems of
management

Rigid annual templates

Bounded autonomy

Structure and accountabilities

Bureaucracy

Anarchy

Collaborative experts

Talent engine

Disengaged conformists

Impractical inventors

Balanced and harmonized activities

Business processes

Inflexible operations

Erratic innovations

Modular architectures

Technology and data

Monolithic systems

Disjointed solutions

Leadership and culture are the leading challenges
to adopting and scaling agile

53%

Organizational culture at odds with agile values

46%

General organization resistance to change

42%

Inadequate management support and sponsorship

41%

Lack of skills/experience with agile methods

35%

Insufficient training and education

34%

Inconsistent processes and practices across teams
Lack of business/customer/product owner availability

Pervasiveness of traditional development methods
Source: VersionOne: 12th State of Agile Report; based on 50,000 teams at 1,000 companies

31%

30%

Top

3

responses

as to why an agile transformation
may fail are all related to
leadership and culture

No roles change more than those of leaders
LESS TIME MICROMANAGING…

• Delegation is critical to Agile teams
• It puts work into the hands of teams that
are best able to accomplish it
• It helps to build a future
generation of skilled
managers

• It increases the team’s
motivation, happiness
and creativity

…MORE TIME LEADING

• Delegation frees up time for senior executives to do what
only they can do:
-

Create and adjust the corporate vision
Prioritize and sequence strategic initiatives
Simplify and focus work
Get the right people working on the right tasks
Provide clear context for what teams are doing and why they are
doing it
- Increase cross-functional collaboration and remove impediments
- Engage actively in “nearly irreversible” decisions
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Management time changes substantially
• Customer understanding

Strategy Development
and Growth

• Market and competitor analysis
• Prioritization and sequencing of initiatives

• Business case development
• Strategic alternatives and choices
• Increasing transparency and collaboration among teams
• Removing action impediments

Talent and Culture
Management

• Talent acquisition and onboarding
• Talent allocation
• Workforce planning
• Succession planning
• Personal coaching and development
• Team building

Operations
Management

• Operational reviews
• Financial reviews
• Crises of the moment

• Administrative work
• Corporate governance
• Investor communications and guidance
Source: Bain experience

Agile companies create significantly greater productivity
The rest

The best
40% more
productive output

Over 10 years the best can generate >30 times more output
Source: Bain/EIU research (N=308)

Questions
SNG
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